E V T , where E is a set of all objects of this domain, V is a set of all connections between these objects, T is a set of mass problems that can be solved in this domain. Each object is represented by its essential attributes. This allows us to describe SD, to solve most of the mass problems from T , and to control a state of the domain. The goal of the paper is to develop a method and algorithms that allow us to find essential attributes of domains, described as relational databases or production systems. For a production system, we build a dependency graph with attributes as vertexes, and calculate for each of the vertexes a value that indicates how many other attributes can be found using a particular vertex. High-ranked vertexes are considered as essential. The method is based on considering as essential of the most frequently accessed attributes in a relational database. Having essential attributes of objects of a domain, it allows us to define essential attributes of the domain itself.
INTRODUCTION
Subject domains (SD) can be described in a variety of ways (database schemes, UML-diagrams, etc.), but existing models do not allow us to define the mass problems that should be solved in this domain. To contribute in this area, we propose a model of an SD as a tuple ( , , ) E V T , where E is a set of all objects of this domain, V is a set of all connections between objects, T is a set of mass problems that can be solved in this domain. We classify objects as active, passive, and objects that are a result of an intellectual activity [1] . Each object of an SD is described by a set of its attributes.
II. THE PROBLEM OF A SUBJECT DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION
An identification, a description, an extraction, and a comparison of SDs pose a problem of a large number of attributes of an SD as well as its objects. In spite of the fact that all attributes of every object are significant for its description, an expert in the SD can allocate the attributes that are the most important for this subject domain. E.g. if a car is considered as an SD, then an attribute "engine" is more important than an attribute "a colour of an interior" for solving most of the mass problems (computation of speed, calculation of a cost of transportation, of price for repair; comparison of cars etc.). Nevertheless, a colour of an interior may also be necessary (e.g. for solving a problem of a choice of a car for a specific person depending on the taste). Furthermore, such important attributes allow us to distinct different SDs. Analyses and manipulating such attributes give us possibility to control an SD in order to achieve desirable goals. Let us call such attributes "essential".
Taken together, essential attributes are subset of all attributes of objects of an SD, which defines the SD in general, and allows solving most important mass problems in the SD, identifying the SD, comparing the SD with other SDs, and controlling the SD.
Although using an expert to allocate essential attributes is a common practice, it is not always possible. First, the size of an SD may be so large that an expert or a group of experts will not be able to allocate essential attributes from the general set of attributes in short terms. Second, there may not be a sufficient number of experts in a new SD, which has just appeared. Third, a number of SDs needs to be processed and a time for handling these SDs may exceed human possibilities.
Consequently, the problem of the automatic extraction of essential attributes of SDs arises. To solve this problem a method and corresponding algorithms for extraction of essential attributes have to be developed. Note, that considering a number of essential attributes, approaches and algorithms for their extraction may differ depending on a goal that motivates this extraction.
III. METHODS FOR DESCRIBING MODELS OF SUBJECT

DOMAINS
The problems of describing, identifying SDs, solving problems in an SD are widely described in a literature. A reason for this is a complexity and a generality of the studied object (i.e., an SD). Although a concept of an essential attribute is not introduced directly in these works, quite similar problems are considered.
At present, there is a great amount of methods for analysis of SDs [2] . Most of these approaches use information about an SD in a textual format and extract knowledge, needed to describe an SD and to solve concrete problems in different ways. However, these methods focus on an extraction of knowledge about an SD in general, not emphasizing on importance of its parts.
Many papers [3] [4] [5] are focused on the development of methods for the definition of SDs with a set of keywords extracted from texts describing these SDs. Those keywords may be used either for comparing SDs or for further search of information. Yet, keywords obtained this way are not always attributes of an SD -they may be just expressions, characteristic of this SD, for example, some specific actions. It is extremely difficult to judge importance of extracted attributes because quantitative and structural analysis may be insufficient to solve this problem. E.g., an attribute mentioned in the text only once might be more important than other attributes that specified more frequently. Detection of such the attributes may require semantic analysis of set of linked texts.
Formal representation of SDs is more convenient for automatic processing than a representation in a form of a set of texts. The problems of transformation of a text describing an SD into its structured representation are considered, in particular, in [6] . Its authors suggest a way of constructing a semantic network for a representation of an SD from its textual description. Such representation combines both flexibility of a description and its formality, opening a fair number of possibilities for analysis of the given SD.
Processing of a formal representation of SDs is described in the papers [1] , [7] , [8] . Their topics are operations on SDs, problems of separation of objects for managing SDs, isolation of object kernels of SDs. Introduction of operations on SDs allows expressing an SD in terms of other SDs, essential dependencies between them, and describe development of an SD. The problem of separation of objects for managing an SD is the neighboring to the problem taken up in this paper. Objects that allow managing SD are, in some sense, essential for this SD, because they allow defining a state of the SD. Extraction of a container and elementary objects allows describing SD at different levels of abstraction and gives a possibility of simplifying solution of mass problems in it.
The book [9] discusses a way of modelling an SD with a set of realizations of Abstracts Data Types (ATD). At the same time, ATD are particularly described by set of operations that they provide. Operations, in turn, are divided into constructors, which create objects of a given type, queries, which provide information about an object of a given type, and commands, which modify an initial object.
The relational data model [10] supposes modelling SD with a set of relations. Each relation is described with a set of attributes. Each attribute may either be an information attribute, which describes an entity, or may belong to a potential key, which allows unambiguously distinguish a tuple from other tuples, or may belong to a foreign key, which allows to define connections between tuples.
The problems of development of information systems for subject domains were also considered in [11] and further elaborated in [12] .
To summarize, in [9] authors classified attributes of objects of SDs without emphasizing importance of particular classes of attributes for a description of an SD.
IV. THE AIM AND THE OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
The aim of the research is to increase effectiveness of solving mass problems in the different SDs. The objectives of this paper is to define the method and algorithms for extraction of essential attributes of SDs of two particular types. To do that, SDs described by relational databases and SDs described by production systems are considered. Based on the knowledge of a structure of an SD given by a way of representation of the SD, the method and algorithms for extraction of essential attributes of such SDs are developed.
V. A CHOICE OF SUBJECT DOMAINS
The two groups of SDs are chosen due to their significant importance for solving applied problems. Studying SDs, described by production systems, is important because they are frequently used for definition of knowledge bases in, for example, recommendation systems. Extraction of essential attributes in such the systems, in particular, will allow us to simplify analysis of these systems. SDs, described by relational databases, include a wide range of SDs of production and services. Such a way of describing an SD shows its structure, logic of problems being solved in an SD; also, this type is used in most systems that automate information processes of production, business, etc. As result, an extraction of essential attributes of such SDs may help raise productivity of corresponding business.
A. Groups of essential attributes
In the context of solving mass problems, attributes of objects of SDs and attributes of SDs are to be divided into following groups:
• external;
External attributes are the attributes which values may be directly changed from outside while solving mass problems in an SD, e.g.: a current gear of a car, a price of a good, a doze of a drug for a treatment etc. These attributes also may allow managing other attributes of the SD and its objects indirectly by changing their state. Therefore, this group of attributes may help solve a problem of managing an SD, since these attributes are the only way to influence an SD.
Internal attributes are the attributes, values of which may be changed during functioning of an SD without direct external influence on them. This group of attributes displays a current state of an SD in general and its objects in particular, e.g.: current speed, an income from sales of a product, temperature of a patient etc. This group of attributes together with the previous group allows us defining different states of the same SD and the same objects during functioning of an SD. Possible applications include: description of a state of an SD and the optimal state in terms of these attributes, comparison of states of an SD, identification of an SD.
Constant attributes are the attributes, values of which are non-changed for an object of a given SD or for the given SD. E.g.: a required number of wheels of the car, a title of a product, a name of a patient etc. This group of attributes together with the previous group may help solve problems of an identification of an SD and a comparison of SDs.
Let us note that an attribute may simultaneously be both external and internal.
B. Algorithm for extracting essential attributes of production systems
Let us consider essential attributes in the context of solving problems in an SD. Essential attributes will be those attributes of objects of an SD that will allow solving as many problems of the SD as possible, given that its objects are described only with their essential attributes.
Let us assume that problems in an SD are described as essential attributes of its objects or attributes of the SD itself with the help of other attributes of its objects. For the moment, the way in which these attributes can be found (it may be a formula or an algorithm) is not important. Only existence of such a way is significant. Then a set of problems, which is solved in the SD, may be described in a form of productions: 1 2 ...
where j i a A ∈ -attributes of objects of the SD, that are needed for solving the problem defined by i -th production, i.e. to find the attribute i b . Let us note that attributes that are in the left parts of the productions and cannot be found in the right parts may be placed to the external group. All other attributes may be placed to the internal group.
Let us also assume that the constructed set of productions does not contain cycle dependencies, i.e. it is impossible to obtain a rule 1 1 ...
by substituting an attribute in the left part of a rule with attributes that it can be found with.
We assume that for each attribute there is only one production in the set of all productions where this attribute is in the right part.
Let us introduce a function k that shows how many attributes can be found with each attribute of all objects of an SD and let us build an algorithm of its computation. To do this, let us build a graph with vertexes corresponding to attributes of objects of an SD that are present in productions. For each pair of vertexes ( , ) Output: values of the function k for all vertexes of the graph.
Thus, function k shows for an attribute its contribution in finding another attributes of an SD taking into account its share in left parts of productions. We can prove that the sum of values of this function calculated on the vertexes with zero indegree is equal to the number of vertexes in the graph.
After calculating values of the function k , we sort attributes in descending order of their values and normalize them. The most essential attributes will be at the top of the list. By fixing different thresholds, it is possible to have a different number of attributes in the set of essential attributes, giving a possibility of solving a number of problems of initial SD in a truncated SD.
Let us consider now an SD with a set of productions where the same attribute may be obtained with different productions. We add to set of vertexes of an initially empty graph G all attributes from all productions. Next showing belonging of these rules to the group.
Let A be a set of all attributes of objects of an SD, let C be a set of all added conjunction vertexes, let D be a set of all added disjunction vertexes. Thus, a set of all vertexes of the graph
For the obtained graph let us apply the following algorithm to calculate values of the function k .
Algorithm 2.
Input: a graph G .
Execution:
For each vertex v calculate a value of the function k for all its adjacent vertexes;
Output: values of the function k for all vertexes of the graph.
Having these values, essential attributes can be extracted as in the previous case.
Extraction of essential attributes in such SDs may also allow, apart from decreasing the size of an SD with the least functional reduction, finding SDs with a similar set of the mass problems (set T).
C. Extracting essential attributes from relational databases
Let us consider SDs, described by relational databases (RDB). Let us solve a problem of extraction of essential attributes and their classification. ∪ × → be a function that shows a number of occurrences of an attribute or a relation in the given query.
In that case:
Let us define a function that shows a number of queries to an attribute or a relation by a given query:
Let us define a total number of queries to an attribute or a relation over all queries to the DB as a function 0 :
, () (, ) () (, )
Let us order attributes and entities by descending of ( )
, let us consider to be essential those attributes which satisfy
Having extracted essential attributes, let us determine a group that they belong to. If an attribute appears in a SET part of an UPDATE query and assigned values are calculated directly from values passed to this query from outside (e.g. as a parameters of a query), then let us consider this attribute as an external one. If an attribute appears in a SET part of an UPDATE query, but assigned values are calculated based on values of attributes of an RDB, then let us consider this attribute as an internal one. If an attribute does not belong to a SET part of any UPDATE query but only to an INSERT query, then let us consider this attribute as a constant one.
D. Extraction of essential attributes of a subject domain based on essential attributes of its objects
We assume that for a given SD all essential attributes of its objects have been extracted. Having that, let us consider a way of constructing a set of essential attributes of the SD itself for different SDs.
Let ( , , ) known, where p shows a degree of belonging of an attribute to the set of essential attributes of the corresponding object. Let U be a set of essential attributes of the SD. The first approach for construction of a set of essential attributes of an SD is to unite essential attributes of all objects of the SD. Thus: 
This approach works assuming that an SD can be totally defined by attributes of objects that it consists of. An advantage of this approach is a great amount of information given by essential attributes of an SD. Disadvantages are not taking into account connections between objects, a large number of essential attributes of an SD, a potentially high level of unnecessary attributes in the list of essential attributes. This approach is good for comparing states of SDs, but is poor for analysis of an SD based on its essential attributes. The problems can be partially reduced by analysis of representations that are used for data presentation for a user while solving mass problems in this SD. Let : {0,1} w A → be a function that shows whether a given attribute is used in displaying results of solutions of mass problems in the given SD. Having that, a set of essential attributes of an SD is defined as: 
The second approach for construction of a set of essential attributes of an SD is to build a set of attributes that are aggregations of values of essential attributes of an SD. E.g.: let 1 2 A A A = ∪ , where 1 A -quantitative attributes, 2 A -not quantitative attributes. Let value be a function defined for
